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GPStamper runs in your Windows
Explorer context menu, with the right click
of the mouse, and also from the window’s

run menu (Win+R), after simply typing the
program name, followed by the ‘/ext’

parameter, as a command. The program
also runs as an application via the

GPStamper.bat shortcut, usually found in
the application’s directory. How it works:
GPStamper is an application that extracts

information from a JPEG image’s
metadata and, using that information,
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stamps a stamp region onto the image. The
program can extract and stamp address

labels, altitude, latitude and longitude, and
additional file metadata. To use

GPStamper, you first select the image to
stamp, and then click the... (icon) button
on your program’s toolbar to display the

initial ‘Select Image’ dialog. Once the
image is selected, the program initiates and

stamps the selected information onto the
photo. You can choose to crop the photo if

you wish, to ensure that the GPS stamp
covers the whole photo. And all of this is
done without taking any image quality or

file size from the image’s original
compression. GPStamper: Extracts GPS

metadata Extracts image metadata Imprints
metadata onto a photo image (no file loss)
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All metadata: GPS description GPS date
GPS date and time GPS lat/long Altitude
Multiple stamps GPS coordinates GPS

altitude GPS: GPS Description GPS Date
GPS Latitude and Longitude GPS Altitude

Input/Output images: RAW, NEF and
JPEG General System Requirements:

Windows XP/7/8/10 Java JRE 1.8+ An
image, the stamp region of which should

match the stamped image. Let's try it!
GPStamper manual installation Download
the installation package for your platform,
extract its contents, double click on the.bat
installer file and follow the install wizard.
How to use the application, trial version:

To try GPStamper, launch the program as
an executable from your Windows

Explorer. Choose a file to stamp, and then
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click on the Image (...) button to display
the Image Select dialog. Select the image

to stamp, and then click the... (icon) button
on your program�

GPStamper Crack Download [Updated] 2022

- Create and save directly to the clipboard
as.JPEG files - Generate a stamp in the

field and paste it into the clipboard
as.JPEG files - Generate a stamp on-

demand directly from the clipboard and
paste it into the clipboard as.JPEG files -
Embed a stamp in a JPEG by using the

clipboard or destination folder - Preserve
quality, with or without border, on-demand

- Save stamp automatically with current
date and time - Generate the stamp to the
clipboard in different formats - Save the
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stamps in different formats - Save as JPG
or PNG - Preserve the image quality in the
stamp - Preserve the image quality in the
stamps - Intelligent recognition and auto-

correction of GPS location errors -
Optionally generate a stamp in the

clipboard in different formats - Generate a
stamp in the clipboard on-demand -

Generate the stamp to the clipboard in
different formats - Save the stamp in

different formats - Add stamp to
JPG/PNG image files - Generate a stamp

in the clipboard and paste it into the
clipboard as.JPEG files - Add the stamp to

a JPEG or PNG image file - Automatic
import of GPS coordinate location - Auto
IPTC location description - Auto altitude -
Auto GPS date/time - Auto GPS altitude -
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Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS location description - Auto GPS

latitude/longitude - Auto GPS
latitude/longitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
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Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -
Auto GPS altitude - Auto GPS altitude -

Auto GPS altitude - a69d392a70
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◦ Convert full sized images to panoramas ◦
Stamps from GPS coordinates ◦ Stamp or
clear pixels from GPS coordinate positions
◦ Search images geotagged using address,
date, or time of day. ◦ Stamp any types of
images including photos, image files, PDFs
and even TXT and HTML files. ◦ Stamp
images in folder, sort by date, or by most
recent file. ◦ Stamp a JPEG image or
convert a RAW image to JPEG. ◦ Stamp
images into a JPG document and/or PDF. ◦
Stamp multiple images at once. ◦ Make
any number of stamp images into PDFs. ◦
Stamp missing metadata, if GPS
coordinates are provided. ◦ Stamp any GPS
Coordinates compatible with GPStamper. ◦
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Control GPS coordinates in a spreadsheet
or database to get the perfect position
every time. ◦ Print GPS coordinates from
your stamped images. ◦ Output any number
of JPEG stamp images as PDF, JPEG,
and/or TIFF. ◦ Compress large amounts of
files and FTP uploads, with no loss of
quality. ◦ Insert GPS coordinates and
images automatically into QR codes. ◦
Insert GPS coordinates into any image or
image file. ◦ Extract GPS coordinates from
any image or image file. ◦ Convert any
image into a PNG file or strip image. ◦
Retain image quality during any
manipulations. ◦ Extract file metadata
from any image or image file. ◦ Quickly
extract EXIF and XMP from JPEG files. ◦
Extract EXIF, XMP, GPS coordinates, and
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image metadata from RAW files, 8-bit and
16-bit. ◦ Stamp any number of JPG images
into a single PDF file. ◦ Stamp a single
image into many PDF files. ◦ Stamp a
single PDF file into many PNG files. ◦
Stamp a single JPEG image into many JPG
files. ◦ Stamp a single image with many
GPS coordinates into any number of files.
◦ Stamp a single PDF file into multiple
JPG files. ◦ Stamp a single JPEG file into
multiple PDF files. ◦ Stamping from image
file, CSV, Excel and Word. ◦ Stamping
from image file into multiple, multi-page
PDF documents. ◦ Automatically discover
and extract GPS coordinates from any
image or image file. ◦

What's New in the GPStamper?
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GPStamper is a simple, robust and
powerful post processing tool The core of
GPStamper is a robust algorithm that does
the actual stamping. It was written from
the ground up to automate the stamping
process, to create a stamping tool that
could stamp in the background while
processing the photos in the same folder in
parallel with other photo processing.
GPStamper does not remove metadata
from images. It uses it to create a stamp in
a new image within the same folder You
can define each photo's stamp parameters
on a per photo basis or include default
stamping parameters in the batch process,
which means you can use one batch file to
stamp all your photos and customize each
stamp in the batch process, if needed.
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Main Features: Photo selection Reads
geotagged filename and default stamp
location Add or remove stamp from all
photos in the folder Define stamps
properties: Copy image to stamps directory
Set 1st image to be the stamp image Set
the stamp shape Text & number formatting
& positioning Create 3D stamps in 3D
space Properties can be set for each photo
stamped on: GPS position Location
description Altitude Date & time GeoHash
(if the "photo-from-geo" feature is
activated in the GPS tool) Color (with
RGB or with HSL) Alignment (Angle - 90,
180 or 270) Default stamp size Create, edit
and delete stamps Create a new stamp in a
new image in the same folder Edit a stamp
Delete a stamp Delete all stamps (keep the
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stamp shape, size and properties) Batch
processing Process all images in a folder in
parallel (even if the stamping operation is
slow) Set the maximum number of photos
per batch Set a minimum number of
photos per batch Set a maximum number
of minutes for the operation to run
Keyboard shortcuts Use keyboard
shortcuts to create and delete stamps and to
move photos Use shortcut key to
hide/show the list of stamps Customization
Define your own custom stamp colors
Tutorial: The following sections provide
some more detailed information on
GPStamper: 1 - Simple Example 2 - More
Advanced Example 3 - Step-by-Step
Stamping Guide 4 - Why GPStamper 5 -
Forum (support) 6 - Support links (
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System Requirements:

OS: Microsoft Windows® 7, Windows®
8, Windows® 10 Processor: Intel®
Core™ i5-3470 / AMD FX®-9590
Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX 660 / AMD Radeon® R9
280 Storage: 15GB available space Sound
Card: DirectX 11 Compatible Sound Card
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Additional Requirements: 1.This game will
not run on the following models: - HD
Graphics 6000 Series - HD Graphics 2000
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